
•  Rapidly read through all data points and write all the 
themes that stand out on stickies

•  Use 10% of your raw data to make your buckets, use 
another 10% to fill your buckets and continue adding 10% 
until you stop adding new buckets or are out of time

•  Remember only ONE insight per sticky note—you don’t 
need a finer sharpie nib, you need more sticky notes

•  Transcribe and analyze at the same time (i.e. Need 
Statements)

•  Cluster into a framework (e.g., Business Model Canvas, 
Social Process Triangle)

How to not get caught in the weeds.

Findings

Themes

Early Insights

Data

• Transcribed 1-5 words 

•  Can be written by participants 
of an interview

•  Collect until you reach 
saturation

•  Completed worksheet or design tool
•  Recording of an interview
•  Raw data collected from a survey

•  The initial affinity 
clustering and titling  
of the Early Insights

•  The affinity clustering  
of the Findings

Sieves and Definitions

Insights

•  The networked or scenario 
based clustering of the 
Themes

Overlap Transcription, Analysis, Synthesis,  
and Reporting Process

TRANSCRIBE TO STICKY NOTES

POSTCARDS

EMPATHY MAPS

EMOJI WHEELS

ACTIVITY BOOKS AND JOURNALS

Collect the Data Uncover the Findings

Seek Feedback

Insights
• Responds to questions

• Is 1-5 words in length

•  Only needs to be transcribed once  
per method of engagement

• Looking for nuance

Quotes
• Represents Insights
• Represents a Theme
• Represents more than one Theme
• Punches the gut

•  Cluster initial insights and quotes into findings 
by affinity—aka “like” things that build on  
each other

•  Name each cluster or Finding on a sticky note  
with a square/frame around it

•  Report back to the community what you heard

•   Share your Insights, and a collection of Themes, 
Findings, and quotes that represent what  
you heard

•   Use storytelling and creative arts to express  
the importance of what you heard

•  Ask for feedback and adjust Insights if needed

Transcribe the Initial Insights

Repeat until you have 20-50 themes or 
you run out of time

Tips and Tricks

STEP 1

Uncover the Themes

•  Cluster findings across all engagement 
methods together into Themes

•  Notice the similarities and differences between 
the different types of engagement

STEP 4 STEP 6

STEP 2 STEP 3

For further reading:
• Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, Business Model Generation: A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challengers
• Alexander Osterwalder, Yves Pigneur, Greg Bernarda and Alan Smith, Value Proposition Design
• Jon C. Jenkins, The Social Process Triangle 

Uncover the Insights

•  Cluster your Themes into Insights using  
context and networked thinking

•  Group Insights based on relevant or pervailing  
high-level Themes

• Title each insight with a square/frame around it

Make sure to save your Findings on the back  
side of your sticky notes with Themes

STEP 5


